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ABOUT US

Mohite Digital Services works consistently, not only to 

increase rankings of your website but also ensure that 

it brings revenue. We understand the importance of 

Digital Marketing, and what a well-designed Digital 

Marketing strategy can do to a business.

As a Digital Marketing Agency, we believe that a single

plan would never be useful for everyone, and di�erent

companies have di�erent needs. We work out 

customized digital marketing plans that would be 

suitable for companies, according to their requirement 

and budget.



Web Design

App Store Marketing

Search Engine Optimization

DIGITAL MARKETING SERVICES

We design websites which are not only used 

friendly, but also search engine friendly, 

thereby boosting their chances on search 

engine visibility.

Our SEO experts work tirelessly to constantly 

improve your ranking on search engines by 

using White Hat SEO techniques. Better 

ranking means more organic tra�c. More 

organic tra�c means exactly what you 

wanted more inquiries.

Our expertise in App Store Marketing makes

 it possible for your app to make a presence 

online at the Play stores thereby increasing 

downloads.



Pay Per Click
We carefully craft a strategy and mix it with 

some good old geeky knowledge to make 

netizens throng to your website. While we’re 

doing all of the above, we justify every penny 

you spend.

We mix creativity and SEO friendly content in 

just the right proportions to make sure your 

brand is the hot topic on the internet.

Content Writing

Social Media Management
Our social media experts connects your brand 

with your audience in-order to engage, drive 

website tra�c and increase sales.

DIGITAL MARKETING SERVICES

Social Media Management

SMM
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About Plobal Apps 
Plobal Apps provides Shopify Mobile App DIY platform which helps in 
building beautiful native mobile apps for Shopify Store.. 

Problem Area
The whole venture, even after being beautifully structured, was lagging in 
the terms of search engine and shopify app store presence. 

How we went about it
A thorough scrutiny of other contender websites along with keyword 
researches, we shortlisted the mostly searched keywords on the search 
engines. The content was in sync with the SEO, pertaining to the user 
experiences. The Meta Tags which are displayed in search engine results 
were carefully written so as to get maximum CTR. After the successful 
execution of the On Page Optimization, a backlink strategy was formulated 
which targeted the relevant websites. More focus on the quality rather than
 quantity made us improve the keyword rankings. There was continuous 
monitoring done so as to keep a tack of the present happening and 
continuous examination was done.

Results
Riding on the shoulders of Mohite Digital Services, Plobal Apps could attain
 a yearly growth of 205.21% of organic acquisition.



About The Circus Works
One of the most celebrated brand management and advertising �rms of 
Pune.

Problem Area
Being a startup TCW wanted to establish its name as a prominent 
advertising venture of Pune. With the help of SEO we aimed to increase 
Lead generation thereby provide stimulus which could drive the �rm 
through odds.

Solution
Our SEO Campaign talked about targeting the most searched Keywords 
related to advertising industry. The On Page optimisation ensured that 
the Meta tags, content and other tags were inline with the SEO goals. 
The O� Page SEO strategy encircled on objecting websites relevant to 
advertising industry, business listing, social media portals, agency 
websites and many more.

Results
An increment of 780% was observed in the online organic tra�c. Lead 
generation was uplifted, procuring 63 leads per month.



About LTA School of Beauty 
Leading beauty course institute in India.

Problem Area
A lot of folks searched beauty course / Institute related questions or 
information on Google, their main target was to divert the organic tra�c
on to their site. 

Solution
We initiated our e�orts by a thorough keyword research of relatable terms
using Google Keyword Tool. Then high relevancy keywords were found out,
which had a considerable high tra�c. We worked towards revamping the
content, parallel on page changes were also done on website, based on the
keywords. For Backlinks we targeted websites related to Educational and 
Fashion Industry. 

Result
Our SEO expertise paved way for an increment of 54% in the organic tra�c 
in 3 months of slogging. 



About Manufacturing Company 
The Manufacturing Company is an Leading Precision Measuring Instrument
Company in India. 

Problem Area
This esteemed �rm already had a successful search engine presence. But due
to some reasons, their website was revamped. In the course of these events, 
it lost all the rankings it had procured. All the e�orts to bring rankings were in
vain. This was the result of the mismanagement in migration process. To 
make matters worse, no data related to the website or previous work in SEO 
could be recovered. 

Solution
We started from a clean slate. We directed the old URL to new URL. An
exhaustive research of keywords related to each individual product stream
was done. The most searched keywords were segregated and the �rm’s 
approval was sought. After the �nal �ltration of keywords, they were 
assigned to respective webpages.

Results
Within a span of 10 months, the organic tra�c raised from 321 monthly visits
 to 3643 monthly visits.



About the Hospital 
Leading Super Speciality Hospital in Pune. 

Problem Area
In-spite of having extra-ordinary expertise in joint replacement surgery, 
Interventional Cardiology, Endoscopic Spine Surgery etc. not much could 
happen on the internet. Its inability in reaching the actual audience who 
use internet for health solutions was the actual impediment.

Solution
Diagnosis, it was deciphered that the website had a lot of duplicate content,
which was not appreciated online. The �rst task was to create a unique 
content with no duplicity. After the successful completion of On- Page 
overhaul, focus was diverted to link building on Hospitality industry 
related portals.

Result
The Organic tra�c  increased from 657 monthly visits to 1083 monthly visits,
 within a span of 3 months. 
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